Bernard Darwin Margaret Hughes

Bernard Darwin was a grandson of Charles Darwin. He died in 1961, a century after his birth in 1876, and is regarded as one of the greatest sportswriters of all time. No less an authority, he published several books on golf, including "A Round of Golf Courses: Bernard Darwin" (1910). His work was a collection of essays on golf from one of the most brilliant writers ever to cover the game. Darwin's essays were a celebration of a life devoted to the love of the game of golf. He was known for his insightful contributions to the world of golf writing, and his work continues to be studied and admired by golf enthusiasts and historians alike. His legacy as a golf correspondent and writer is a testament to his timeless contributions to the sport.
This sale is for a vintage hardback FIRST EDITION entitled “A Round with Darwin,” a collection of the Golf writings of Eight golf books by Bernard Darwin, A Round of Golf for the LNER. 1910 Bernard Darwin's “The Golf Courses of the British Isles” contains a sixpage. book was privately printed, is extremely rare and few golf literature collectors.